ENTERPRISE NETWORKING

VENUES & PUBLIC SPACES

Serving as the Owner’s representative for all things technology, Atomic Data will design, manage, build, integrate, monitor, manage, and support your large or medium scale public facing networks.

New construction or retrofit, 5,000 or 100,000 seats, our integrated technology management approach reinvents the model, serves your interests, and reduces fan technology friction.

Advisory
- On-demand Owner’s Technology rep, providing vendor recommendations and mapping business requirements.

Design
- Whole network design and contractor collaboration that balances future proofing with optimal architecture.

Procurement
- Component acquisition with money saving financing, RFP process representation, and vendor neutral evaluations.

Installation
- Physical and virtual installation including vendor coordination and overarching project management.

Integration
- Enabling connections between systems beyond the obvious, including cutting edge smart suites.

Finance
- Zero capital expense financing with no post ground-breaking expenditures frees up capital and cuts loss.

Operate
- Boots on the ground during events, warranty maintenance, 24x7x365 monitoring, plus our Game Day Owner’s Dashboard.

SAFE. SIMPLE. SMART.